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Vintage Wisdom Oracle deck presents 52 lavishly illustrated oracle cards infused with the beauty
and inspiration of goddesses, divas and muses from bygone eras. Rich in symbolic detail, these
nostalgic montages have been artfully crafted from French vintage postcards and sepia family
photographs, embellished with delicate flowers and lace. This exquisite gift set includes an 80-page
guidebook filled with evocative insights and timeless feminine wisdom, as well as five custom card
spreads.
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This oracle deck gave me the oooh's and ahhh's before I even opened the box. Victoria Moseley
says this deck began with her designing a business card for her clairvoyant readings. The images
are antique Victorian in style but there's more...each card is layered with symbols that will be sure to
enhance your intuition.The boxed set comes with 52 illustrated cards and 80 page guidebook. There
are 5 illustrated spreads in the guidebook and instructions on how you can use your deck. I love the
practical approach presented by Victoria Moseley.The card backs are as lovely as the images on
the front of each card. Reversals are up to the reader but are really not needed with this deck. The
cards are high quality with a silky feel that makes shuffling a soothing ritual. A keyword is printed on
the front of each card which corresponds to the keyword descriptions in the guidebook. There is
nothing harsh, garish or obscene in this deck-it can be used to read for any client.I have to say that
this is one of the nicest "Vintage Lady" decks that I have seen. The images are clear yet they
convey mystery. It's an interesting effect that I think you will like.This deck is perfect for those who

love Vintage, those who like gentle images and those who are as intrigued by ephemera as I am.

This is probably going to become my favorite oracle deck. I resonate with the images, it is as if they
bring out my more feminine energy that is not always apparent. This is a very soft yet powerful
deck.Paris, beautiful gardens, antiques, corsets, tea, sitting at your vanity applying rouge.
Wandering through the forest accompanied by a bird on your shoulder or a butterfly beckoning you
to a small pond. The nurturing energy of mother, the genuine honesty from a friend who was your
best interests in mind. The woman who has been to hell and came back stronger, more sure of
herself yet still has compassion and hopeThe artwork/images are so beautiful and the messages
are simple which I feel allow your intuition to blossom more, especially if you are new to reading any
type of cards. Cardstock is good, has a matte finish which, I feel, add to the vintage look of the
cards. Backs are non reversible which isn't a big deal since it's not a tarot deck, although I prefer
that style. Backs are sepia brown tone with scroll designs, flowers, and the middle features a color
photo of a woman's face, Pretty and fit the theme of the deck.The book is charming and I appreciate
the author sharing the story of how the deck came to be. Even though I am pagan, I love that it
doesn't have crystals, chakras, pentagrams, cauldrons or any other new age or witchy stuff in it.
Sometime you want to read for others who are not comfortable or familiar with those symbols and
that energy may affect your ability to help them. Or maybe you just want to display a card in your
cubicle at work, in your bedroom if you live with family, without making people question it.

I confess that the art in this deck is not the kind I would normally be drawn to. Having said that, I
also confess that I am drawn into many of the images â€“ for example:Protection (a â€œstatuesque
warrior goddess stands on the threshold between two worlds. . . Two regal swans, symbolizing the
element of light, stand proudly at Protectionâ€™s feet.â€•)Shadow Self (â€œNight has fallen and a
young girl pauses beneath a stone portal, perhaps seeking guidance from the raven
above.â€•)Wisdom (â€œThe last rays of the setting sun fall on this portrayal of mythic Athena, the
Greek goddess of wisdom, and her wise protector, the Little Owl.â€•)Some of the images, I also
have to confess, strike me as just plain silly. Itâ€™s a personal thing, I know, and has nothing to do
with the quality or talent obviously possessed by the artist.There is a definite Victorian â€œfeelâ€• to
these cards, and those who love that period will certainly notice and enjoy.The more I wander
through this deck, the more I understand its appeal. I am looking forward to doing one of the
spreads provided in the guidebook.

If you are a student of Eckhart Tolle's books "A New Earth" and"The Power of Now", you will rejoice
in the messages ofthis luxurious Vintage Wisdom Oracle. These exquisite cardscarry Mr. Tolle's
inspirations to a heightened VISUAL level. Youwitness the Present in the most scenic way. After a a
fewreadings with this Oracle, I felt less stress and was propelledto sit in joy of the present moment!
There was an inner stillnessthat came over me after delving into these mesmerizing pictures.If you
need a daily dose of appreciating the divine moments of yourlife, I urge you to purchase the Vintage
Wisdom Oracle!!!

Omg- in love! These cards are so artistically beautiful but acurate as well. I love the option of using
the different kinds of spreads. This deck will be a definite go to in my collection of oracle cards. Love
the divine feminine presence!

Spellbinding! Unique and yet hauntingly familiar images display the inspirational groundwork for an
insightful journey. The explanations provided in the guidebook are a pleasing read, leading you into
the detail of the images as if reciting a short fairy tale. For me this allowed just enough guidance and
provided the daydream like focus of permitting personal insight.My only critique is that I wish the
cards were just a tad bit smaller. At 4x6" they are a bit big to be comfortably manipulated..
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